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The Story of Carnivorous Cocktails
People have been mixing savory ingredients with alcohol
as long as we have been drinking alcohol. Writers from
the 17th century, including John Locke and Samuel Pepys,
frequently imbibed and wrote about savory infused ales.
Black Rock Spirits began testing various infusions in the
fall of 2007 to create a vodka that would not only perfect
the Bloody Mary, but would add a delicious new element
to other cocktails.
Exceptional - 92 Points
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“Clear. Convincing aromas of fatty smoked maple
bacon with a supple dryish medium body and a
caramelized bacon, fig, and limestone finish. Mmm
bacon. A must try for Bloody Marys.”
- Beverage Testing Insitute
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Bakon Vodka is...
• A superior quality vodka, distilled in Idaho from potatoes.
Smooth, slightly sweet with the well-rounded flavor that
you only get from a quality potato distillation.
• Column-distilled using a single heating process that
doesn’t “bruise” the alcohol like the multiple heating
cycles needed to make a typical pot-still vodka
• The smoky, savory bacon flavor has the essence of a
delicious crisp slice of peppered-bacon. And it's not
subtle – it’s meant to be tasted in a mixed drink!
Publisher’s Pick - 93 Points
“The smoky bacon nose is not at all contrived; in fact, it’s
tempting as all get-out. The palate is just as authentic: clean and
slightly sweet with a how-did-they-do-it authenticity. No heat at
all, merely slightly peppered and delectable.”
- The Tasting Panel Magazine
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“Among the smoothest vodkas I have ever had with absolutely no
bite... It gave the drink a hint of smokiness and of course a subtle
bacon flavor that really, really worked well.”
- Food & Beverage World
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